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INTRODUCTION 
The problem of designing educational programs to keep up 
with the rapidly expanding scientific and technological 
developments is almost an impossibility. Dael Wolfe, (9) 
educational participant for the Central Treaty Organization 
Conference in 1963 stated; 
Three powerful and related forces have swept over the. 
world in recent years y the rising demand for education, 
the rapid expansion of scientific knowledge, and the 
Îreat drive toward economic advance which is evident n the newly emerging countries. By their combined 
impact these forces have made it necessary for 
scientists and educators in all countries to focus 
attention on improving science education. 
The schools in the United States must accept the 
challenge that the productive life span of the present high 
school seniors will extend past the year 2000 and so must 
their education. Education must extend its goals from 
meeting the present day needs of the students to developing 
curricula for a rapidly changing society that demands a 
more durable learning environment. The total school 
curriculum must help develop mental patterns of learning 
that will endure and function during the students life time. 
Schools must provide the students with a key so that they 
may open future doors of knowledge on their own. Scientific 
learnings are so rapidly being discovered, that many 
students will learn more after they finish school than they 
did in school. 
Today's seniors have already lived through several 
different scientific ages. The end of World War II ushered 
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in the "Atomic Age" with the controlling of the atomic 
processes. Before the end of 1940, Jet motors in airplanes 
ushered in the "Jet Age" and almost simultaneously the 
"Computer Age" was born with the discovery of the solid 
state physics of the transistor. The age of "Nuclear Energy" 
was brought forth by controlling the atom during fissioning 
and thus giving man sources of energy for his use in 
industry, medicine and warfare. The "Space Age" came with 
Russia's first Sputnik and man thus began his venture into 
the endless limits of outer space. The "Communication Age" 
is presently being spurred on by the cryogenic processes in 
discovering near perfect electrical conductors and using 
communication satellites which orbit the earth reflecting 
radio waves for world wide radio and television networks. 
In the past ten years, ninety percent of all medical 
prescriptions have been written which could not have been 
possible earlier and half of all the chemicals in commercial 
use today were not available in 1950, according to Kurd (4). 
In the world of electronics, digital computers are 
capable of adding and subtracting 250,000 twelve digit 
numbers in one second and its cathode ray tube can flash 
these results at the rate of 9600 lines of type per minute. 
Other computors can code spoken voices onto magnetic tapes 
and punch out data cards with the calculations in less than 
one-tenth of a second. 
It is very evident that science must be taught because 
this knowledge is essential to an understanding of the world 
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in which we live. The future generations of young people 
will have to make political decisions which may have 
beneficial or disastrous effects such as the uses of 
nuclear energy, insecticides, pesticides, anti-biotics and 
many other decisions such as birth control for nations and 
the manufacture of and distribution of raw materials, it 
is becoming very important that those people who half­
heartedly brag about not Knowing a thing about science are 
advertising their illiteracy? and just to be able to read 
the daily newspaper Intelligently requires a functionally 
literate person. Science must provide people with the techno­
logical language and the basic natural laws for meaningful 
explanations. 
New science curricula have been developed due to 
public pressures and changing societies. Early this 
century, elementary schools added science to their cur-
riculums in the form of nature study. But, radio, 
refrigerators, automobiles and airplanes started these 
children asking questions. Junior high schools soon 
picked up this exploration area and soon began to draw 
upon material that was thought only appropriate for the 
high school level. An analysis of the high school 
curriculum began to show more vigor and the more 
fortunate or gifted students were taught problem solving 
courses in science. This environment was favorable until 
World War II when there was a diversion from general 
science to a technical science which dealt with specific 
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problems such as atomic energy, fission, solid state 
physics. This curriculum survived until the early 1950*8 
when high school curriculums developed double and triple 
track programs to be taken by any student whose test scores 
and other measures of achievement indicated that they could 
only achieve minimum comprehension in the science curricu-
lums. Students above the 80th percentile rank were placed 
into courses requiring higher achievement in scholarship 
excellence. To fulfill this aim of excellence, a new 
approach into scientific investigation was necessary, one in 
which the students could participate and do a kind of 
research to shape independence in scholarship and get a 
taste of rigor. 
The future generations must be prepared to handle the 
multitude of as yet unsolvable problems that presently con­
front mankind. The world is growing vastly smaller from its 
former macro-size in relation to the time element where 
satellites orbit the earth in minutes. Jets cross the oceans 
in fractions of hours, calculators solve complex problems in 
mathematics in micro-seconds. 
During the period from 1945 to the present, the united 
Nations reports that all of the organs at its disposal for 
producing agricultural excellence have not improved the food 
supplies for the humem table. Scientists are not winning the 
war against hunger? they are losing it. The use of material 
goods to supply major components necessary for the complex 
society has created serious shortages. Fossil fuels are 
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being depleted at such a rapid rate in the mechanized world 
today, that other sources must be discovered in the immediate 
future which will provide the future generations with a 
source of energy for life maintenance alone. Whether or not 
atomic fission can supply enough energy for harnessing up 
the technological advances in machinery is still questionable. 
The wide scale use of fission power is technically limited to 
the fact that the disposal of waste products of radioactive 
ashes of uranium fission is unsolved or possibly unsolvable. 
Another possibility for fuel energy is the practical use of 
fusion processes from the theoretical into practical 
engineering plants for production of power for human use. 
To continue the technical advances for the benefit of 
mankind in solving the complex problems requires that man 
must learn more about himself and his accommodation to the 
planet on which he lives. More must be known about human 
learning and about memory them is presently known. De­
pendence upon learning must not be left for intuition, but 
every effort must be made in the future to direct use of 
methods, principles and techniques of science for these 
answers to develop better school curriculums. 
The frontiers of the scientists remain formidable and 
extensive. To solve some of the complex problems of the 
future falls upon the science curriculums and the teachers 
who implement these. Within the confines of the classrooms, 
science teachers work with those people who will be re­
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sponsible for solving complex problems—the students. What 
greater challenge can the school accept than to provide these 
students with the necessary skills in problem solving and 
knowledge of science methods to make the world a better place 
to live in. 
Paul DeHart Hurd, (4) recently stated; 
The first objective of any education, over and 
beyond the pleasure it may give, is that it 
serves the future. Knowledge must be usable 
beyond the context in which it was learned. 
The world that the students in school today 
live in will not be the world into which tney 
retire. To accomplish this goal, new directions 
and techniques in educational curricula must be 
sought. 
The National Science Foundation, working in cooperation 
with other educational, scientific and research groups have 
developed more comprehensive science programs. School 
systems can adapt these new science programs for either 
basic courses or modify them to meet the needs of lower and 
upper level students. Major problems resulting from the 
curriculum adaptations are that they have been designed for 
the above average achiever and science talented students. 
Thus, many of the slow learners and "science shy" students 
have felt that they cannot comprehend the science concepts 
that are being taught• The problem of curriculum adaptation 
teUces on many facets which are hard to Identify. The problem 
of student placement becomes complex when the socio-economic 
range becomes very large within the school district. 
Community High School District 218 is not unique in 
this aspect of student placement. Since it is the largest 
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high school district in the state of Illinois outside the 
Chicago Public School system, the problems of student 
placement must be considered before students are placed in 
different levels of achievement in a science discipline. 
The present study was concerned with the high school 
students enrolled in Community High School District 218 for 
the 1965-66 school year. These students live in a 32 
square mile area of eleven municipalities which enrolls 
students from 12 public and 12 parochial elementary school 
districts. 
The purpose of this study was to develop a method for 
the proper placement of students into ninth grade general 
science, tenth grade biology amd eleventh grade chemistry. 
The proper placement of students into educational 
environments that are conducive to maximal achievement is 
very important to the total school curricula and the 
individual student. 
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REVIEW OP LITERATURE 
Many investigations have been carried on during the past 
decade on a great variety of intellectual-aptitude factors 
such as Guilford and Hoepfner (3) called "primary mental 
abilities". The natural implication from these findings is 
the question whether or not these variables have any 
significant relationships to the intellectual achievements 
in school environments. Information in the form of pre­
dictive validity is needed to satisfy educators as to 
whether student's achievement in sciences can be predicted 
with a significant degree of reliability. It is therefore 
the general strategy, in the educational setting, to 
determine which of the many intellectual abilities are 
involved in successful mastery of any school subject or in 
this case high school sciences. 
In a recent investigation tr/ Jones (5) at Thayer 
Academy in Massachusetts, the author used ACS (Chemistry 
Exam, High School, form N in an attempt to understand and 
predict the differential achievement among students. A 
stepwise multiple regression technique was used to choose 
the predictors from a battery of tests and inventories. 
Using the following test, a set of scores was obtained on 
58 students taking a college preparatory course in 
chemistry for the 1960-61 school year: 1. Kuder Prefer­
ence Record, form C, ten scales, 2. Science Activities 
Inventory, 3. Otis Self-Administering Test of Mental 
I 
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Abilities, form A, 4. American Council on Education 
Psychological Examination for High School Students ACE, 
Q and L scales, 5. Iowa Reading Test, and 6. American 
Chemical Society Chemistry Exam, High School, form N. 
From this investigation a set of correlations and a "best" 
regression equation for predicting the American Chemical 
Society exam score was derived. The procedure used was to 
build up a regression equation in a stepwise fashion with 
one variable added at a time. The Kuder Science Scale was 
used even though it was not the most highly correlated, 
0.29, with the criterion. The Otis IQ was the most highly 
correlated, 0.54. The following regression equation 
presents the variables in order of their inclusion : 
ACS a -0.03 (K-Sci) + 0.72 (IQ) + 8.43 (factor 4) + 
0.20 (Iowa) + 3.45 (factor 2) + 0.22 (K-Pers.) - 52.47. 
The multiple correlation associated with this equation is 
0.74. This equation could be used to predict achievement in 
high school chemistry. 
Jones also used a multiple criterion of ACS Exam and 
the Chemistry College Board score with a sampling of 66 
students. The following predictors were selected: 1« Otis, 
2. ACE, Q score, 3. ACE, L score, and 4. Iowa, reading score. 
The high correlation, 0.83, between the ACS and the College 
Entrance Exsuninatlon Board Test Indicated the similarity of 
these two exams, in fact the ACS score would be the best 
predictor of the CEEB. In the case of predicting the best 
CEEB-ACS combination, the procedure is to multiply the 
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student's CEEB standard score by 0.99 and his ACS standard 
score by 0.17 and add them together to get the criterion 
score. The correlation of this weighted sum with another 
weighted sum of the predictor standard scores -0.15 (ZJQ) + 
0.22 + 0.35 (^ACE-Q) ^  0.90 (Zj^cE-L^ will be equal 
to 0.74. 
In a study of general science achievement conducted by 
Bond (2) in determination of the relationship between various 
reading skills and scholastic achievement at the ninth, grade 
level she found in a group of 300 students at John Simpson 
Junior High School, Mansfield, Ohio the following predictors 
from tests in* 1. Iowa Silent Reading Test, Form B 
(Revised), 2. Shank Tests of Reading Oon^rehension. Test 2, 
Form A, 3. Traxler Silent Reading Test, Form I, 4. Stanford-
Benet Test of Intelligence, Form L, and 5. 1937 Cooperative 
Achievement Tests, Revised Series, Form N. Bond found that 
with a group of 163 pupils in general science the relation­
ships between ability in reading comprehension and scholastic 
achievement in ninth grade science was highly significant as 
were the relationships between science achievement and 
reading skills in composite reading comprehension. She 
further found that the slow reader group appeared to have 
advantage in achievement, thus indicating a fairly high 
negative correlation between rate of reading and compre­
hension. 
In an investigation by Barnes (1) on the Prediction of 
General Science Achievement in Five Story County High Schools 
the four variables used were: 1. Intelligence Quotient, 
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2. Bennett Verbal Score, 3. Bennett Abstract Score, and 4. 
Triggs Reading Score. The statistical techniques used were 
correlation and regression analysis. The best single 
variable was obtained from IQ, r = 0.662, followed by 
Bennett Verbal Score, r = 0.607, Triggs Score, r = 0.561, 
and finally the Bennett Abstract Score, r = 0.470. of the 
six possible combinations of two variables, the best 
prediction was found from the Bennett Verbal Scores and the 
Triggs scores with multiple correlation of 0.704. of the 
three best combinations of three variables, the best pre­
diction was found by including the IQ variable with the two 
foregoing factors, yielding a coefficient of correlation of 
0.712. When adding all four variables in the regression, a 
coefficient of multiple correlation of 0.715 was found. No 
significant loss ensued when the IQ and Bennett Abstract 
score were eliminated from the regression. The conclusion 
was in the form of a prediction equation % Y = 0.16824X2 + 
0.13367X3 + 70.4206 
where Y « percentage grade in general science 
Xj = standard score of Verbal section of the Bennett 
Differential Aptitude Test 
Xo = standard score on the Triggs Diagnostic Reading 
Survey. 
The effectiveness of this regression may be inferred 
from the coefficient of multiple correlation of 0.704, or 
from the standard error of estimate of 4.37. Thus, pre­
diction of percentage grades would result in errors of less 
than 4.37 times in approximately two-thirds of the predictions 
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attempted. 
In a study by Schmidt and Crist (7) for predicting 
success in BSCS biology at the ninth grade level, they 
assumed that above average ninth grade students could be 
placed into an upper track of achievement. The hypothesis 
that a correlation between I.Q., Read General Science Tests 
scores. Nelson Biology Pre-test scores, Iowa Test of 
Educational Development total and the total scores on five 
BSCS biology modem version tests could be used to predict 
achievement for selected ninth grade students. The following 
conclusions were formed; 1. a high correlation existed 
between the Read General Science, Nelson Biology and the 
Iowa Tests of Educational Development y 2. I.Q. is of 
little predictive value? 3. the high correlation between 
the Read General Science Test and Nelson Biology Test etnd 
final BSCS biology test indicated that previous background 
in general science is valuable for continued success in 
biology. 
The investigation by Osbum and Melton (6) on whether 
predictions of achievement in modern mathematics courses 
would require the same kinds of predictor variables as have 
been found in the traditional type courses. They found that 
predictions in the two kinds of courses, traditional and 
modem, were about the same, using the Iowa Algebra Aptitude 
Test, the Orleans Algebra Prognosis Test, the Thurstone PMA 
tests and the DAT battery. They did find some evidence of 
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interaction of ability and type of course. 
Guilford, Hoepfner, and Petersen (3) investigated 
predicting achievement in ninth grade mathematics from 
measures of intellectual-aptitude factors # The major 
conclusions drawn were: 1. batteries of aptitude scores 
were better predictors of achievement than two of the 
standard test combinations of DAT numerical and Iowa Reading 
Comprehension tests; 2. combinations of factor test scores 
discriminated between successful algebra students and general 
mathematics students with an accuracy of close to 90 per 
cent; 3. the predictors that gave statistically sig­
nificant contributions to prediction of achievement, some 
12 different factors, were relevant such as symbolic 
category of structure of intellect, some cognition factors 
and evaluation factors. They also urged that study in 
achievement based on course grades as potential criteria 
(unless it can be shown that they have real promise of 
validity in light of course objectives) and consistency of 
value within sets of sample students in the validation 
study. The correlations between grades zmd achievement 
test scores were in the range of .50. 
The foregoing investigations are but a few of those 
prediction studies based on selected variables in a sta­
tistical correlation. In most of these studies significant 
relationships were found which verified the assunç>tion 
that successful achievement in high school science can be 
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predicted under specified and controlled conditions with 
significant degrees of reliability. Many different intel­
lectual abilities were studied and some were found to be 
highly correlated with successful mastery in various levels 
of high school science. 
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METHOD OF PROCEDURE 
The aim of this investigation, in the educational 
setting of Oommunity High School District 218, Oook County, 
State of Illinois, was to develop a method for the! proper 
placement of high school students in ninth grade general 
science, tenth grade biology and eleventh grade chemistry. 
It was also hoped that the results would assist educators 
in predicting achievement in high school sciences as well as 
of informing the teachers and the students of their 
intellectual functions involved. 
The students included in this study come-from an 
attendance area of 32 square miles which includes eleven 
municipalities, twelve public and twelve parochial ele­
mentary school districts with a total school population of 
over 45,000 youngsters. 
Community School District 218 provides the staff and 
the materials for an eighth grade testing program to provide 
the educational data on all entering high school students. 
All of this data was available from the Computation Center 
for the school district. This data classified the students 
in most instances as a heterogeneous pupil population with 
diversified educational pursuits according to Vorreyer (8). 
The investigation in ninth grade was limited to a two-
track program, one for the traditional type general science 
and the additional track for upper level students in modern 
biology. 
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The tenth grade biology study was based on a two-trade 
program for the below average in traditional biology and the 
upper level student in a modern approach biology course. 
The eleventh grade program in chemistry was based on a 
lower track in traditional chemistry and an upper track for 
a modem approach to chemistry. 
Table 1 presents the distribution of students in 
sciences for the 1965-66 school year. The students were 
selected by using a random starting point and systematically 
including every fourth student from an alphabetical file. 
Table 1. Distribution of students enrolled in Community High 
School District 218 by science areas for 1965-66 
school year 
Science area Grade Total Cases 
level enrollment sampled 
General Science Lower 9 1413 248 
General Science Upper 9 434 119 
Biology Lower 10 600 177 
Bioloçry Upper 10 449 123 
Chemistry Lower 11 200 156 
Chemistry Upper 11 200 119 
Totals 3296 942 
High school physics, a major science area, was not 
investigated due to the smaO-l enrollment. 
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Hypotheses and Basic Assumptions 
Null hypotheses were tested by the regression technique 
to determine the value of selected variables for predicting 
achievement in high school ninth grade lower and upper track 
general sciences, tenth grade lower and upper track biology, 
and eleventh grade lower and upper track chemistry. For 
example, the predictive value for the numerous variables 
that were tested had no significant value in predicting 
successful student achievement in the various science 
curricula. A resultant significant test value would be 
sufficient evidence to refute the null hypothesis. 
The following basic assur^tions were made* 
1. The student sampling was from a normal population 
distribution within the boundaries of Community High School 
District 218, Cook County, state of Illinois. 
2. Deviations in the instructional methods and 
evaluations introduced no bias from the teaching personnel. 
3. The tests administered by trained personnel 
introduced no bias in student scores. 
4. The lower track students were assumed to be those 
who earned cumulative grade point averages of 3.9 or less. 
Students who earned cumulative grade point averages greater 
than 3.95 were classified as above average achievers and 
placed in the upper track. 
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5. A linear relationship does exist between the 
criterion and all predictor variables. 
Criterion for Achievement 
This investigation was based upon predicting the final 
scholastic grade mark for students enrolled in a science 
discipline of ninth grade lower track general science, 
ninth grade upper track biology, tenth grade lower and 
upper track biology and eleventh grade lower and upper 
track chemistry. 
Prediction Variables 
The variables employed in predicting success in ninth 
grade lower track general sciences and upper track modem 
biology; 
1. Henmon-Nelson I.Q. score, sysibolized X^. 
2. Stanford Achievement Test subacores (Advanced 
Battery - Form JN)t 
a. Paragraph meaning, symbolized X^. 
b. Word meaning, symbolized Xg. 
c. Average reading, symbolized X^. 
d. Spelling, symbolized X_. 
e. Language, symbolized Xg. 
f. Arithmetic reasoning, symbolized X7. 
g. Arithmetic computation, symbolized Xg. 
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h. Average arithmetic, symbolized X^. 
i. Social Studies, symbolized 
j. Science, symbolized X^^. 
k. Study skills, symbolized X^g* 
1. Battery median-standard score, symbolized X^g. 
The above variables were test resultamts obtained from 
the students eighth grade testing program, administered 
each year during the month of January. This data was 
necessary for prediction of letter grade achievement in 
lower track general science traditional and modem bio­
logical science upper track at the ninth grade level. 
The variables used in predicting achievement at the 
tenth grade level of biological sciences lower track 
traditional and upper track modem biology were: 
1. Henmon-Nelson l.Q. score, symbolized X^. 
2. Stanford Achievement Test subscores (Advanced 
Battery - Form JN): 
a. Paragraph meaning, symbolized X2* 
b. Word meaning, symbolized X3. 
c. Average reading, symbolized X^. 
d. Spelling, symbolized Xg. 
e. Language, symbolized Xg. 
f. Arithmetic reasoning, symbolized X-j, 
g« Arithmetic computation, symbolized Xg. 
h. Average arithmetic, symbolized Xg. 
i. Social Studies, symbolized X^g. 
j. Science, symbolized X^^. 
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k. Study skills, syintolized 
1. Battery median-standard score, symbolized 
3. Iowa Silent Reading Test-stemdard score, symbolized 
*14' 
4. Differential Aptitude Test: 
a. Verbal reasoning, symbolized 
b. Numerical ability, symbolized X^g. 
c. V.R.-N.A., symbolized X^^. 
5. First semester-first year algebra grade point 
average, symbolized X^g. 
6. Ninth grade point average, symbolized x^g. 
7. English I grade point average, symbolized X2Q« 
8. General Science grade point average, symbolized Xg^# 
9. Cumulative tenth grade point average, symbolized Xgg* 
The forementioned variables were acquired from the 
personal records file of the sampled students. These are 
up-dated each semester and were essential in predicting 
successful achievement in the two-track biology program. 
The variables used in predicting achievement in 
eleventh grade high school chemistry lower track traditional 
and upper track modem chemistry were: 
1. Henmon-Nelson I.Q. test, symbolized X^. 
2. Stanford Achievement Test subscores (Advanced 
Battery - Form JN): 
a. Average reading, symbolized X2« 
b. Average arithmetic, symbolized X3. 
c. Battery-Median-Standard' score, symbolized X4. 
3. Iowa Silent Reading-standard score fall-spring. 
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symbolized Xg. 
4. Differential Aptitude Test: 
a. Average reading, symbolized Xg. 
b. Numerical ability, symbolized X^. 
c. Verbal reasoning-numerical ability, symbolized 
*8-
5. Cumulative ninth grade point average, symbolized Xg. 
6. Cumulative tenth grade point average, symbolized x^^. 
7. English I grade point average, symbolized X^^• 
8. English II grade point average, symbolized x^g* 
9. Algebra I grade point average, symbolized x^g. 
The variables used in predicting achievement in high 
school chemistry were obtained from the student's personal 
record file. 
Statistical Method 
The statistical treatment consisted of correlation smd 
multiple regression analysis. A coefficient of correlation 
matrix was computed between all combinations of variables and 
the criterion for each science level double track. Since 
it was desirable not only to predict successful achievement 
but also to determine the value of the prediction combination, 
it was therefore necessary to obtain the coefficient of 
correlation which was the measurement of joint relationship 
of the criterion with the predictor. The coefficient of 
correlation was a single value used to represent the 
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relationship between sets of data or it represents the 
extent to which changes in one variable are accompanied Toy 
some changes in another. Perfect correlation would be 
1.00 if the values were linear. The correlation between 
variables was not assumed to be a cause-and-effect relation­
ship since it merely indicated that for some reason students 
who do well in one educational area tend to do well in a 
related area. Therefore, these relationships do not give 
indications as to what factors caused this relation. 
The data cards of each student's variables were used 
with a coded program that computed the sums of squares, 
sums of crossproducts and correlations. The product-moment 
correlations were computed from the sums of squares and 
crossproducts. 
Assuming that linear relationship did exist between 
the criterion and predictor variables, the regression 
analysis was used. The data from the correlation matrices 
for ninth grade general science lower track and upper 
track, tenth grade biological sciences lower and upper 
track, and eleventh grade chemistry lower and upper tracks 
were used in the multiple regression program. This program 
selected and tested the best combination of variables used 
for predicting achievement in each of the six tracks. 
Â multiple regression analysis was confuted for all 
combinations of predictors with the "step-wise" program. 
The computer printed the regression analysis, "F" values, 
standard error of the estimate and the multiple 
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correlation coefficient. 
This program eliminated one variable at a time and 
tested for significant loss indicated by "F" values. Thus, 
the final table displayed the best possible combinations of 
variables for prediction. 
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FINDINGS 
The findings of this study were divided into the various 
grade levels of high school sciences for the average and 
below average achievers in lower tracks and the above 
average achievers in the upper tracks, It was the assump­
tion of the administrative personnel of Community High 
School District 218, Blue Island, Illinois, that those 
students who earn cumulative grade point averages in the B 
or A grade range must be above average achievers. Those 
students who receive cumulative grade point averages in the 
C, D, or F range were underachievers and would be placed in 
the lower tracks. 
This study was based upon selecting prediction variables 
that would help the guidance department and the science super­
visor in the proper achievement placement of students in the 
areas of ninth grade lower track general sciences, ninth grade 
upper track in modern biology, tenth grade lower track in 
traditional biology, tenth grade upper track in modern 
biology, eleventh grade lower track in traditional chemistry 
and eleventh grade upper track in modem chemistry. 
The final predictor variables used in each of the 
science courses of study were different. In the ninth 
grade lower track general sciences they were; spelling-
grade equivalent (X^) on the Stanford Achievement Test 
Advanced Battery? arithmetic computation-grade equivalent 
(Xg) on the Stanford Achievement Test Advanced Battery? 
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and word meaning-grade equivalent (X^) on the Stanford 
Achievement Battery. The ninth grade upper track in 
biological sciences used: average reading-grade equivalent 
score (X^) on the Stanford Achievement Batteryr battery 
median standard score (X^g) on the Stanford Achievement Test 
Advanced Battery? and language-grade equivalent score (Xg) 
on the Stanford Achievement Test Advanced Battery. The 
tenth grade lower track biology placement used: paragraph 
meaning-grade equivalent score (Xg) on the Stanford Achieve­
ment Test Advanced Battery; arithmetic computation-grade 
equivalent (Xg) on the Stanford Achievement Test Advanced 
Battery; and English I grade point average (XJQ). The tenth 
grade upper track placement used; arithmetic computation 
(Xg) on the Stanford Achievement Test Advanced Battery; 
ninth grade cumulative grade point average (X^g), and 
average arithmetic-grade equivalent score (Xg) on the 
Stamford Achievement Test Advanced Battery. The prediction 
variables employed in the eleventh grade lower track 
chemistry were: (Xgg) cumulative tenth grade point average, 
(Xg) cumulative ninth grade point average, and (Xg) average 
arithmetic-grade equivalent score on the Stanford Achieve­
ment Test Advanced Battery. The eleventh upper track 
modern chemistry enç)loyed; (X^g) cumulative tenth grade 
point average, (Xg) Iowa Silent Reading Test score, and 
(X22) English II grade point average. 
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Prediction of Achievement In Ninth Grade 
Lower Track General Science 
The summary of the correlation matrix for ninth grade 
science, lower track. Table 2, presented the numerical data 
on the relationships and inter-relatlonshlps of the thirteen 
variables employed In selecting the best combination of 
variables for predicting successful achievement In ninth 
grade general sciences. The regression analysis program 
selected the best combination of variables which had the 
highest multiple correlation coefficient and the lowest 
standard error of the estimate. The prediction of the 
criterion Y, for ninth grade lower track general science 
achievement, from the three variables selected by the 
program, gave a regression equation in deviation form: 
y = + ajxj + a3*3-
The results of the multiple analysis of regression 
for the three best variables in predicting successful 
achievement in lower track general sciences were summarized 
in Table 3. 
The F value, F = 1095.117 was highly significant beyond 
the one per cent level and hereafter denoted by the double 
asterisk, i.e., F = 1095.117**. The multiple coefficient 
of correlation was 0.9300. The standard error of the 
estimate was 0.4800. Therefore, the three variable 
multiple regression equation: 
y = 0.2839Xg + 0.4285Xg + 0.2942x2 
Table 2. Correlation matrix for ninth grade science lower track anA predictor variables 
Vari­
ables *5 
*6 *7 *8 *10 *11 *12 43 Y 
.14220 .U226 .3515 .UooM- .37^ 3 .3515 .3656 .30U1 .2375 .>+323 .3823 .U336 .4351 
% .8536 .739s .7550 .7389 .7763 .72U7 .7603 .7291 .5898 .8080 .7912 .7301 
5 
,8500 .70V» .7375 .71^ 37 .660+ .6218 .6568 .6263 .5306 .947H .7650 
% .8737 .7008 .7593 .7851 .6782 .6218 .6761 .71^ 9 .5819 .9291 
S 
.9179 .7^ 2 .79^ 3 .813%+ •7185 .6624 .7119 .7115 .589^  
.6799 .5063 .4608 .5358 .5202 .5062 .1+905 .61+14 
.8023 .6U33 .6360 .637^  .6621 .6336 .631+1+ 
*85 .8207 .6110 .6228 .6553 .9601 .8326 
.7681 .6330 .5616 .6038 .9539 
^0 .6586 .619U .6928 .8306 
*11 .8735 .7113 .7591 
*12 
.8160 .7085 
^5 
.8250 
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Table 3. Analysis of multiple regression using Stanford 
Achievement Test subscores in spelling, arithmetic 
computation and word meaning for prediction of 
ninth grade lower track general science achievement 
Source of 
variation df 
Sum of 
squares 
Mean 
squares 
Regression 
Residual 
Total 
3 
245 
248 
Standard error = .4800 
Ry(l,2,3) = .9300 
758.0008 
56.5267 
814.5275 
252.6669 
.2307 
^3,245 = 1095.117*. 
Tabled values .01 = 3.88 
.05 = 2.65 
where : 
y = The criterion for letter grade achievement in 
ninth grade general science lower track 
x_ = Stanford Achievement Test Advanced Battery - Form 5 
JN (Spelling-grade equivalent) 
Xg = Stanford Achievement Test Advanced Battery - Form 
JN (Arithmetic Oonçjutation-grade equivalent) 
Xg = Stanford Achievement Test Advanced Battery - Form 
JN (Word Meaning-grade equivalent) 
could be used to predict successful achievement in ninth 
grade lower track general sciences. 
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Prediction of Achievement in Ninth Grade 
Upper Track General Science 
The summary of the correlation Matrix for ninth grade 
upper track general science. Table 4, contains the numerical 
data on the relationships and inter-relationships of the 
thirteen variables es^loyed. 
The results of the multiple regression analysis for 
the three best variables in predicting successful achieve­
ment in ninth grade upper track general sciences were 
summarized in Table 5. 
The F value 404.098** was highly significant. There­
fore, the three variable equation % 
y = 0.4397%, + 0.3201X,- + 0.2134x_ 4 13 6 
where: 
y =5 The criterion for letter grade achievement in 
ninth grade general science upper track biology 
= Stanford Achievement Test Advanced Battery - Form 
JN (Average Reading-grade equivalent) 
Xj^2 - Stanford Achievement Test Advanced Battery - Form 
JN (Battery Median standard Score) 
Xg = Stanford Achievement Test Advanced Battery - Form 
JN (Language-grade equivalent) 
could be used to predict achievement in ninth grade upper 
track general science. 
Table U* Correlation matrix for ninth grade science upper track ani. predictor variables 
Vari­
ables 2^ "3 6^ "7 S *10 2^ '13 
T 
.^ 1^ 3 .3803 .3099 .3761 .^ 367 .U133 .1(089 .2785 .1513 A317 .3211 .4661 .3271 
H .7957 .67^ 8 .6063 .6637 .7066 .6091 .7238 .5963 .%936 .7653 .7550 .6382 
h .8279 .6716 .5887 .6602 .7126 .6519 .6899 .5899 .*+956 .9103 .6612 
.2732 .6123 .6723 .7539 .676g .5855 .6890 .6939 .5766 .9121 
.93^  .7099 .6931 .7768 .7639 .6802 .7582 .7040 .5886 
.7009 .4n6 .397* .4606 .597% .5536 .5739 .6445 
h .77^ 1 .5558 .5033 •6366 .5659 .6370 
.8518 .6917 .5260 •6577 .9449 .7817 
S .7^ 3 .5896 .Moje .5554 .9424 
0^ 
.8487 .6791 .4932 .6426 
.8257 .6854 •7298 
1^2 .7420 .6645 
.7938 
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Table 5. Analysis of multiple regression using Stanford 
Achievement Test subscores in average reading, 
battery median and language for prediction of 
ninth grade upper trade general science 
achievement 
Source of 
variation df 
Sum of 
squares 
Mean 
squares 
Regression 
Residual 
Total 
3 
116 
119 
Standard error = 0.4153 
Ry(l,2,3) = 0.9120 
209.0737 
20.0055 
229.0792 
69.6913 
.1725 
^3.116 = 404.098" 
Tabled values .01 = 3.98 
.05 = 2.70 
Prediction of Achievement in Tenth Grade 
Lower Track Biology 
The summary of the correlation matrix for tenth grade 
lower track biology. Table 6, contained the numerical data 
on the relationships and inter-relationships of the 23 
variables employed in the study for selecting the best 
combination of variables with the highest correlations and 
lowest standard error of the estimate. The criterion for 
predicting successful achievement in tenth grade biology, 
y—from the three best variable combinations gave a multiple 
regression equation in deviation form; 
y = a^x^ + *2=2 + *3=3" 
The results of the multiple regression analysis for the 
Table 6. Correlation matrix for tenth grade biology lower track and predictor 
variables 
Vari-
ables X3 X3 X, Xg X, X^^ 
^1 .2995 .3559 .1489 .2697 .2454 .1800 .0555 .2358 .1052 .2499 
^2 .5439 .3904 .0470 .1456 .2080 .6638 .4172 .6742 .6701 
^3 .3302 .4540 -.0290 .0440 .1959 .5214 .2147 .6032 
^4 .3211 .4069 .0912 .0745 ,1955 .5931 .2583 
^5 .3616 .4589 .0301 .0693 .2150 .6021 
^6 .2847 .1514 .3115 .1160 .3106 
^7 .3554 .2729 .1742 .1655 
^8 .5757 .4016 .0547 
^9 .4704 .2885 
^10 .5818 
32b 
^12 ^13 ^14 *15 *16 *17 *18 *19 *20 
.2096 .1752 .2122 .2860 .2020 .2485 .1905 .1646 .3312 
.1880 .6976 .5025 .5217 .5166 .6570 .4889 .6707 .4915 .: 
.2112 .9990 .5771 .6851 .6426 .5844 .3954 .6193 .5140 .: 
.6863 .1491 .7768 .5070 .5649 .6876 .5462 .3854 .5614 .! 
.2553 .7121 .1998 .8495 .5698 .6825 .7084 .6147 .4150 .f 
.2892 .1071 .3452 .1839 .5328 .2276 .1866 .2387 .2651 .2 
.3282 .4704 .2841 .4842 .2096 .7116 .3880 .4101 .4236 .f 
.0918 .1714 .6744 .5170 .5912 .1465 .7914 .6370 .5186 .5 
.8242 .3724 .2752 .4991 .5958 .0991 .3808 .5126 .5331 .2 
.4039 .0670 .1397 .2296 .6785 .5491 .5722 .1379 .7968 .6 
.2342 .3968 .0954 .0301 .1345 .5678 .2990 .6139 .0857 .7 
.2618 .4084 -.0739 -.0339 .0291 .5141 .2219 .6064 .1 
.3352 .4232 .0305 .0355 .0786 .5871 .3720 .5 
.4415 .4686 .1191 .0898 .2475 .6875 .4 
.2415 .2452 .0790 .1393 .2194 .0 
.3889 .3640 .0276 .0564 .1 
.3288 .1706 .0590 .0 
.4225 .3357 .0( 
.4262 .3! 
.1: 
I 
32b 
^18 Xi9 ^20 %21 
i 
Y 
.1905 .1646 .3312 .2875 .2984 .2103 
.4889 .6707 .4915 .3992 .6793 .5606 
.3954 .6193 .5140 .3546 .9144 .6380 
.5462 .3854 .5614 .5554 .4719 .8629 
.7084 .6147 .4150 .6509 .5632 .4414 
.1866 .2387 .2651 .2744 .3357 .5141 
.3880 .4101 .4236 .5282 .4690 .4664 
.7914 .6370 .5186 .5454 .9349 .6479 
.3808 .5126 .5331 .2512 .1535 .0569 
.5722 .1379 .7968 .6518 .4709 .5285 
.2990 .6139 .0857 .7525 .5708 .6279 
.5141 .2219 .6064 .1861 .6683 .5030 
.0786 .5871 .3720 .5869 .2047 .6955 
.0898 .2475 .6875 .4116 .7072 .1703 
.0790 .1393 .2194 .0255 -.0747 .1059 
.3640 .0276 .0564 .1582 .8412 .3499 
.3288 .1706 .0590 .0317 .1333 .7964 
.4225 .3357 .0633 .0363 .1814 
.4262 .3993 .3225 .5148 
.1143 .1521 .5422 
.0172 .0587 
.3734 
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three best variables in predicting successful achievement 
in tenth grade lower tradk biology were summarized in Table 7. 
Table 7. Analysis of multiple regression using Stanford 
Achievement Test subscores in paragraph meaning, 
arithmetic computation and English I grade point 
average for prediction of tenth grade lower 
track biology 
Source of Sum of Mean 
variation df squares squares 
Regression 3 250. 4617 83 .4872 
Residual 174 168. 4307 .9680 
Total 177 418. 8924 
Standard error = 0.9799 F3 ,174 = 86.247** 
Ry(l,2,3) = 0.5970 Tabled values .01 = 
.05 = 
3.88 
2.65 
The F value, P = 86.247** was highly significant beyond 
the one per cent level. Therefore, the three variable 
multiple regression equation: 
y = 0.3173x2 0.3560Xg + 0.1021x2^ 
where: 
y = The criterion for letter grade achievement in 
tenth grade biology lower track 
X2 = Stanford Achievement Test Advanced Battery - Form 
JN (Paragraph Meaning-grade equivalent) 
Xg = Stanford Achievement Test Advanced Battery - Form 
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JN (Arithmetic Computation-grade equivalent) 
XgQ = English I Grade Point Average 
could be used to predict achievement in tenth grade lower 
track biology. 
Prediction of Achievement in l^per Track Biology 
The correlation matrix for tenth grade upper track 
biology is summarized in Table 8, containing the numerical 
data on the relationships and inter-relationships of the 
twenty-three variables employed in the biology study. 
The results of the multiple regression analysis for 
the three best variables in predicting successful achieve­
ment in tenth grade upper track biology was found in Table 9. 
The P value, 39.010 was highly significant beyond the 
one per cent level. Therefore, the three variable multiple 
regression equation : 
y = 0.2591Xg + 0.2150x^g + 0.9209x^ 
where: 
y = The criterion for letter grade achievement in 
tenth grade biology upper track 
Xg = Stanford Achievement Test Advanced Battery - Form 
JN (Arithmetic Computation-grade equivalent) 
x^g = Cumulative Ninth Grade Point Average 
Xg = Stamford Achievement Test Advanced Battery - Form 
JN (Average Arithmetic-grade equivalent) 
could be used to predict achievement in tenth grade upper 
track biology. 
Table 8. Correlation matrix for tenth grade biology upper track and predictor 
Vari- Xg X^ X^ X^ X X^ X^^ X^^ 
ables 
^1 .3881 .3660 .5146 .4476 .5120 .2898 .1587 .3285 .3789 .4478 
^2 .4024 .4468 .2883 .2991 .3913 .6227 .3855 .6633 .5582 
^3 .2864 .3972 .1417 .2216 .1528 .3418 .1528 .5866 
^4 .3148 .4673 .2364 .3208 .2926 .4979 .2238 
^5 .3340 .4806 .2032 .2979 .2383 .5226 
^6 .1007 .1390 .3478 .3058 .3221 
^7 .2782 .2922 .4448 .2797 
^8 .5872 .4284 .1801 
^9 .5507 .3293 
1^0 .6416 
^11 
^12 
hs 
hA 
h5 
he 
hi 
h8 
Xi9 
^20 
X21 
X22 
35b 
Xi2 Xj_^ ^15 ^16 ^17 ^18 ^19 *20 *21 
.2582 .3883 .4585 .2938 .2473 .2754 .3802 .3292 .3651 .3640 
.6937 .3977 .4793 .5397 .5613 .4351 .5485 .5630 .4023 .6198 
.4815 .7251 .4578 .5364 .5300 .4731 .3584 .4734 .4682 .3213 
.6114 .5704 .7704 .3206 .5524 .5765 .4256 .3122 .4318 .5622 
.2083 .6673 .5840 .8335 .4406 .6056 .6178 .5053 .3782 .5080 
.3601 .2162 .3901 .2864 .5573 .2281 .2082 .3861 .2559 .2085 
.3441 .4794 .2525 .5532 .3972 .7503 .3539 .4280 .5004 .4168 
.2987 .2941 .5260 .4661 .4252 .3935 .6373 .5212 .2870 .4285 
.1586 .2231 .3273 .5231 .5376 .3517 .3249 .5566 .5097 .2475 
.4325 .1913 .2995 .3485 .5904 .5612 .4409 .4078 .6771 .5807 
.2066 .3686 .1866 .2390 .1757 .5563 .3552 .5822 .4541 .7698 
.2059 .3938 .1419 .2086 .2209 .3448 .1320 .4455 .5180 
.4312 .2937 .1823 .1630 .2775 .4931 .3899 .4439 
.4199 .4799 .2802 .3323 .3434 .6405 .3036 
.2519 .3196 .2195 .1748 .2493 .3969 
.3246 .3186 .1991 .3541 .3381 
.4404 .3223 .1697 .1600 
.4505 .3785 .2182 
.4891 .4258 
.4375 
35b 
Xi8 ^20 ^21 ^22 
754 .3802 .3292 .3651 .3640 .3003 .4025 
351 .5485 .5630 .4023 .6198 .5948 .5216 
731 .3584 .4734 .4682 .3213 .9099 .6004 
765 .4256 .3122 .4318 .5622 .3838 .8775 
056 .6178 .5053 .3782 .5080 .5707 .3896 
281 .2082 .3861 .2559 .2085 .2404 .5628 
503 .3539 .4280 .5004 .4168 .3198 .4119 
935 .6373 .5212 .2870 .4285 .9079 .5734 
517 .3249 .5566 .5097 .2475 .3764 .8635 
612 .4409 .4078 .6771 .5807 .3036 .4553 
563 .3552 .5822 .4541 .7698 .4097 .5482 
209 .3448 .1320 .4455 .5180 .6548 .2631 
630 .2775 .4931 .3899 .4439 .3702 .5350 
802 .3323 .3434 .6405 .3036 .6755 .6012 
196 .2195 .1748 .2493 .3969 .2395 .4286 
246 .3186 .1991 .3541 .3381 .8532 .4332 
.4404 .3223 .1697 .1600 .3521 .8397 
.4505 .3785 .2182 .3060 .4075 
.4891 .4258 .6279 .6431 
.4375 .3558 .3607 
.2432 .2184 
.3697 
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Table 9. Analysis of multiple regression using Stanford 
Achievement Test subscores in arithmetic confuta­
tion, average arithmetic, and cumulative ninth 
grade point average 
Source of Sum of Mean 
variation df squares squares 
Regression 3 63.5121 21.1701 
Residual 120 65.1227 .5427 
Total 123 128.6348 
Standard error = 0.7365 
^3,120 
= 39.010** 
Ry(l,2,3) = 0.4930 Tabled values .01 = 3.98 
.05 = 2.70 
Prediction of Achievement in Eleventh Grade 
Lower Track Chemistry 
The summary of the correlation matrix for eleventh 
grade lower track chemistry. Table 10, contained numerical 
data on the relationships and inter-relationships of the 
13 variables employed for selecting the best combina­
tion of variables with the highest correlations. The 
criterion for predicting successful achievement in eleventh 
grade chemistry lower track, y—from the three best variable 
combinations gave a regression ec[uation in deviation form* 
y = + ajXj. 
The summary of the multiple regression analysis for 
Table 10. Correlation matrix for eleventh grade chemistry lever track aad predictor variablee 
^ \ ^ ^ S *10 *11 ^5 ^ 
.3966 .3O2U .3318 .3560 .U090 .2587 .323g .1427 .2011 .1878 .2379 .I6OO .1201 
Xg .0206 .0006 .0092 .0104 -.0160 .2133 .1120 .2600 -.005g .5918 .63^8 .6051 
.0066 -.0310 -.0130 ,0153 -.0448 .2079 .0935 .2677 -.0150 .8311 .3733 
.1664 .0394 .0650 .0840 .0753 .1942 .i486 .1938 -.0525 .8712 
Xç .1039 .0165 .0422 .0448 .035g .1988 .0575 .2002 -.0495 
Xg .0808 .0556 .01145 .0243 .0304 .3500 .3185 .3029 
X^ .2094 .2351 .1191 .1493 .0898 .8964 .5713 
x_ .3373 .2032 .1092 .1255 .1609 .8758 
8 
.3052 .2480 .1290 .1556 .1397 
X^Q .8674 .8355 .8952 .g9'+2 
.7660 .9060 .8206 
.8239 .72^2 
.7179 
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the three best variables for predicting successful achieve­
ment in eleventh grade lower track chemistry was contained in 
Table 11. 
Table 11. Analysis of multiple regression using cumulative 
tenth grade point average, cumulative ninth grade 
point average and Stanford Achievement Test 
subscores in average arithmetic for prediction 
of eleventh grade lower track chemistry 
achievement 
Source of 
variation df 
Sum of 
squares 
Meem 
squares 
Regression 
Residual 
Total 
3 
153 
156 
Standard error « 0.5730 
Ry(l,2,3) = 0.8010 
202.4595 
50.2424 
252.7019 
67.4865 
.3283 
^3,120 = 205.512" 
Tabled values = .01 = 
3.88 
.05 = 2.65 
The F value, 205.512 was highly significant beyond the 
one per cent level. Therefore, the three variable multiple 
regression equation: 
y = 1.3432x22 + 0.0183x^g - 0.3098Xg 
where % 
y = The criterion for letter grade achievement in 
eleventh grade chemistry lower track 
X22 = Cumulative Tenth Grade Point Average 
x^g = Cumulative Ninth Grade Point Average 
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Xg = Stanford Achievement Test Advanced Battery - Form 
JN (Average Arithmetic-grade equivalent) 
could be used to predict achievement In eleventh grade lower 
track chemistry. 
Prediction of Achievement In Eleventh Grade 
Upper Trade Chemistry 
The correlation matrix for eleventh grade upper track 
chemistry. Table 12, contained the numerical data on the 
relationships and Inter-relatlonshlps of the thirteen 
variables employed in the study. 
The results of the multiple regression analysis for 
the three best variables In the prediction of achievement 
In eleventh grade upper track chemistry was recorded In 
Table 13. 
The F value, 30.311 was highly significant beyond the 
one per cent level. Therefore, the three variable 
multiple regression equationt 
y = 1.0485x^0 + 0.4688Xg - 0.2986x^^2 
where: 
y = The criterion for letter grade achievement in 
eleventh grade chemistry upper track 
x^Q = Cumulative Tenth Grade Point Average 
Xg = Iowa Silent Reading score 
x^2 - English II Grade Point Average 
could be used to predict achievement in eleventh grade 
upper track chemistry. 
Tabl# 12. Correlation matrix for eleventh grade chemistry upper tra<dc and predictor variables 
ahles ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^0 fll ^2 ^3 ^ 
Xj^ ,3762 .1+420 .3055 .6000 .5376 .3696 .3960 .2894 .4624 .IgMO .2002 .2076 .1838 
Xg .30U6 .2570 .1821 .2754 .2167 .4098 .3360 .4084 .2739 .8379 .7812 .7622 
Xj ,3087 .1559 .1548 .2655 .2076 .3851 .2925 .1(037 .1980 .92*40 .9007 
.3590 .1840 .2455 .3059 .2600 .3401 .2780 .3397 .1312 .9369 
.3482 .1746 .1818 .2824 .2377 .3737 .2920 .3848 .1955 
Xg .3217 .^19 .3961 .4723 .5313 .6771 .6377 .6048 
.2620 .4977 .3823 .4343 .Mo4l .9287 .6741 
X .4126 .4110 .4019 .4625 .4763 .8999 
O 
x^ .3618 .5001 .11275 .^85 .4777 
.7200 .6413 .8751 .7701 
3^  ^ .6204 .7555 .6780 
X^g .4892 .7064 
.3835 
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Table 13. Analysis of multiple regression using cumulative 
tenth grade point average, Iowa silent reading 
score and English II grade point average for 
prediction of eleventh grade upper track 
chemistry achievement 
Source of 
variation df 
Sums of 
squares 
Mean 
squares 
Regression 
Residuals 
Total 
3 
116 
119 
Stamdard error = 1.9240 
Ry(l,2,3) = 0.4390 
336.5660 
429.3331 
765.8991 
112.1887 
3.7011 
^3,116 " 30.311*# 
Tabled values .01 = 3.94 
.05 = 2.68 
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DISCUSSION 
This study was designed to determine which of many 
intellectual variables could be used in predicting achievement 
for the placement of students in courses of study in sciences 
and make recommendations as to possible solutions which %wuld 
benefit the total curriculum and student body. 
Community High School District 218, Blue Island, Illinois 
is the second largest high school district in the state. The 
population consists of 100,000 people of all nationalities and 
races. Approximately eight per cent of the population had 
annual incomes of less than $2000 which placed the community 
in the poverty classification. The factor of low income 
has placed a burden upon the tax structure in the elementary 
school districts to such an extent that many of these 
elementary school students camnot purchase required textbooks. 
Approximately 24 per cent of the entering 3000 ninth 
grade students for the 1965-66 school year had reading 
abilities of less than fourth grade level. The reading 
problem had caused many students to do poorly in the eighth 
grade testing program administered by the high school 
district. Students with difficulties in reading generally do 
poorly on achievement and I.Q. tests. Therefore, the problem 
of properly placing these students into sdtiool programs where 
they could achieve to the maximum of their abilities was a 
difficult one. 
The educational philosophy of the district was that all 
students should be placed into programs where they could 
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achieve. The main problem within the framework of proper 
placement was to identify those factors which would predict 
achievement within a science discipline. The science teachers 
were asked hy the science st^ervisor to aid in selecting 
those variables they thought would best predict science 
achievement. After several sessions it became very evident 
that each teacher had different responses to what they 
valued as important in predicting achievement. Some thought 
Z.Q. very important; others thought mathematical skills, 
reading comprehension, aptitudes and teacher Judgements more 
significant predictors. With the aid of the guidance ajsd 
testing department of the district, it was decided to use 
all the tests data each student had in his record file. 
Random selection of all students enrolled in sciences pro­
duced a sample population for study. 
The interpretation of the data in the area of ninth grade 
general sciences lower track produced the following correla­
tions in order of highest to lowest values ; 1. spelling, 
2. arithmetic computation, and 3. word meaning. These 
variables were all from the Stanford Achievement Tests 
battery. The significance of spelling having the highest 
coefficient of correlation was very surprising to some. The 
remedial reading department concluded that spelling skills 
are the same used in reading and as such are very closely 
related to the achievement of students. It was assumed that 
the spelling difficulties that caused deficiencies in general 
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reading levels were correlated to poor achievement in other 
areas of education. The mathematical variable being less 
significant caused slight discomfort in the mathematics and 
science departments since arithmetic skills had been thought 
to be the most important criterion necessary for achievement 
in the sciences. 
Ninth grade upper track general sciences produced the 
following variables in the saune order of value t 1. average 
reading, 2. battery-median score, and 3. language. Here 
again, the final variables were selected with reading skills 
as the highest correlations for predicting achievement. 
The tenth grade lower track biology produced the 
following variables in order of highest value; 1. paragraph 
meaning, 2. arithmetic computation, and 3. English I grade 
point average. The final selected variable showed paragraph 
meaning as having the highest correlation for predicting 
achievement in biology. 
The tenth grade upper track biology and eleventh grade 
chemistry evidenced arithmetic computation and cumulative 
ninth and tenth grade point averages as predictors of 
achievement. It should be added that the tenth amd eleventh 
grade science courses are elective, and it was assumed that 
only those students of higher scholastic ability would 
enroll in these courses of biology auad chemistry. 
The following conclusions were made: 1. reading 
skills were more significemt in prediction of achievement in 
lower and upper track general sciences and lower track tenth 
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grade biology, 2. mathematical relationships were not as 
highly significant predictors of achievement In general 
sciences and lower track tenth grade biology as reading 
skills, 3. science currlculums designed around reading skills 
could produce a better science program than the traditional 
problem solving method* 
The following recommendations were considered In the 
proper placement of students In sciences: 1. that all 
students presently attending the school district emd transfer 
students who enroll In a science course should be placed by 
this method, 2. all students who have Incomplete test scores 
be administered the required batteries before being placed In 
a science, and 3. remedial reading classes be established 
for the lower track students. 
Recommendations for further study In the placement of 
pupils In the sciences were: 1. the additional cognitive 
variables be Included In the testing program, 2. the 
effective skill measurements be Included In the testing 
program, 3. that reading difficulties be further investigated 
in the elementary school districts emd 4. that different 
types of tests be developed that do not require high levels 
of reading comprehension and rate. 
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SUMMARY 
The purpose of this study was to develop a method for the 
placement of students enrolled in a science discipline in 
Community High School District 218, Blue Island, Illinois. 
The students were divided into two tracks of academic 
achievement, the lower track for those students who were 
average and below average achievers with respect to their 
cumulative grade point averages, and the upper track for 
those students who were above average achievers with 
respect to their cumulative grade point averages. The 
statistical techniques used in this study were correlation 
and multiple regression analysis. The students studied 
were randomly selected by the table of random numbers by 
taking every fourth student data card. The sample included 
248 ninth grade students enrolled in lower track general 
sciences, 119 ninth grade students enrolled in upper track 
general sciences, 177 tenth grade students enrolled in 
biology lower track, 123 tenth grade students enrolled in 
upper track biology, 156 students enrolled in eleventh 
grade lower track chemistry amd 119 students enrolled in 
eleventh grade upper track chemistry in the school district 
for the 1965-66 school year. 
The students were divided into two groups, a lower 
track and an upper track based upon their cumulative grade 
point averages. Students who earned a cumulative grade 
point average of letter grade C or less were placed in the 
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lower trade. Those students who earned cumulative grade 
point averages of letter grade B or A were placed in the 
upper track. It therefore became necessary to double track 
all data at each grade level for each correlation matrix and 
multiple regression analysis. 
A correlation matrix was computed for each combination 
of variables and the criterion and the multiple regression 
technique was used to test the significance of each regres­
sion. 
The criterion, the letter grade in ninth grade general 
science was first predicted using the following selected 
variables ; 
1. Henmon-Nelson I.Q. score 
2. Stanford Achievement Test subscores. 
The variables selected for the tenth grade lower and 
upper track biology programs were; 
1. Henmon-Nelson I.Q. score 
2. Stanford Achievement Test subscores 
3. Iowa Silent Reading Test-Stemdard Score 
4. Selected Differential Aptitude Test scores 
5. Algebra I grade point average 
6. Ninth grade point average 
7. English I grade point average 
8. General Science grade point average. 
The variables selected for the eleventh grade upper and 
lower track chemistry program were s 
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1. Hennon~Nelson I.Q. score 
2. Stanford Achievement Test selected subscores 
3. Iowa Silent Reading Test-Standard Score 
4. Selected Differential Aptitude Test scores 
5. Cumulative tenth grade point average 
6. Cumulative tenth grade point average 
7. English I grade point average 
8. English II grade point average 
9. Algebra I grade point average. 
All data for the selected variables were obtained from 
the student's personal record files. 
Ninth Grade Lower Track General Sciences 
For prediction of achievement in ninth grade lower 
track general sciences, the best three variable prediction 
combination had a correlation coefficient of Ry(l,2,3) = 
0.9300 and an F value of 1095.117** which was highly 
significant beyond the one per cent level. The best three 
variable combinations were; Xg, Stanford Achievement Test 
subscore in spelling-grade equivalent, Xg, Stanford Achieve­
ment Test sub-score in arithmetic computation-grade 
equivalent, and Xg, Stanford Achievement Test subscore in 
word meaning-grade equivalent. The multiple regression 
equation used to predict achievement in ninth grade lower 
track general sciences was: 
y = 0.2839Xg + 0.4285Xg + 0.2942X2» 
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The best single predictor for predicting achievement in 
ninth grade lower track general sciences was Stamford 
Achievement Test subs core in spelling-grade equivalent. The 
coefficient of correlation was .8420. The regression 
equation used to predict achievement in ninth grade lower 
track general sciences was: 
y = 0.8571x5. 
Ninth Grade Upper Track General Sciences 
For prediction of achievement in ninth grade upper track 
general sciences, the best three variable prediction equation 
combination had a correlation of Ry(l,2,3) » 0.9120 and an 
P value = 404.098** which was highly significant beyond the 
one per cent level. The best three variable combination was: 
Stanford Achievement Test subscore in reading-grade 
equivalent, Stanford Achievement Test subscore in 
battery median-stamdard score, and Xg, Stanford Achievement 
Test subscore in language-grade equivalent. The multiple 
regression equation used to predict achievement in ninth 
grade upper track general sciences was: 
y = 0.4396X. + 0.3201x,_ + 0.2143x_. 4 13 6 
The best single variable for predicting achievement in ninth 
grade upper track general sciences was the Stanford Achieve­
ment Test subscore in average reading-grade equivalent. The 
coefficient of correlation was 0.7620. The regression 
equation used to predict achievement in upper track general 
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science was: 
y = 0.7980x^. 
Tenth Grade Lower Trade Biology 
For prediction of successful achievement in tenth 
grade lower track biology, the three best variable combina­
tion had a multiple correlation of 8^(1,2,3) = 0.5970 and an 
F value = 86.247** which was highly significant beyond the 
one per cent level. The best three variable combination 
multiple regression equation was: Stanford Achievement 
Test Advanced Battery-Form JN in paragraph meaning-grade 
equivalent; XQ, Stanford Achievement Test Advanced Battery-
Form JN in arithmetic computation-grade equivalent scorey 
and XgQ, English I grade point average. The multiple re­
gression equation used to successfully predict achievement 
in tenth grade lower track biology was: 
y = 0.3173x2 + 0.3560Xg + 0.1021x2q. 
The best single prediction variable for achievement in tenth 
grade lower track biology was Stanford Achievement Test 
subscore in paragraph meaning-grade equivalent. The coef­
ficient of correlation was ry(l) = 0.295. The regression 
equation used to predict achievement in lower track biology 
was ; 
y = 0.8090x2* 
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Tenth Grade Upper Track Biology 
For prediction of achievement in tenth grade upper 
track biology, the best three variable equation had coef­
ficient of correlation of Ry(l,2,3) = 0.4930 and an F value = 
39.010** which was highly significant beyond the one per cent 
level. Therefore, the best three variable combination was : 
X-, Stanford Achievement Test Advanced Battery-Form JN in O 
arithmetic computation-grade equivalent; x^g, cumulative 
ninth grade point averages; and Xg, Stanford Achievement Test 
Advanced Battery-Form JN in average arithmetic. The multiple 
regression equation used to successfully predict achievement 
in tenth grade upper track modem biology was; 
y = 0.2591Xg + O.ZlSOx^g + 0.9209xg. 
The best single prediction variable for achievement in tenth 
grade upper track biology was the Stanford Achievement Test 
subscore in arithmetic computation-grade equivalent. The 
coefficient of correlation was r^Cl) = 0.3440. The regression 
ec[uation used to predict achievement in upper track biology 
was: 
y = 0,4271Xg. 
Eleventh Grade Lower Track Chemistry 
For prediction of successful achievement in eleventh 
grade lower track chemistry, the three best variable 
combination had a coefficient of correlation, Ry(l,2,3) = 
0.8010 and an F value = 205.512** which was highly sig-
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nifleant beyond the one per cent level. Therefore, the 
best three variables were: x^Q, cumulative tenth grade point 
average; cumulative ninth grade point average? and Xg, 
Stanford Achievement Test Advanced Battery-Form JN in 
average reading-grade equivalent* The multiple regression 
equation used to predict successful achievement in eleventh 
grade chemistry lower track was: 
y = 1.3432x^0 + 0.0l83Xg - 0.3098X3. 
The best single prediction variable for achievement in 
eleventh grade lower track chemistry was the cumulative 
tenth grade point average. The coefficient of correlation 
was ry(l) = 0.7520. The multiple regression equation used 
to predict the achievement in lower track chemistry was : 
y = l.OVSSx^Q. 
Eleventh Grade Upper Track Chemistry 
For prediction of successful achievement in eleventh 
grade upper track chemistry, the three best variable 
coitùjination had a multiple coefficient of correlation, 
Ry(l,2,3) = 0.4390 and a F value = 30.311** which was 
highly significant beyond the one per cent level. The 
three best variable combination to predict successful 
achievement in eleventh grade upper track modern chemistry 
were: x^g, cumulative tenth grade point average; X5, Iowa 
Silent Reading Test, and x-j^2» English II Grade point average. 
The multiple regression equation used to predict achievement 
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in eleventh grade upper track chemistry was: 
y = 1.0485x20+ 0,4688Xg - 0.2986x^. 
The best single prediction variable for achievement in 
eleventh grade upper track chemistry was cumulative tenth 
grade point average. The coefficient of correlation was 
ry(l) = 0.3760, 15ie regression equation used to predict 
achievement in eleventh grade upper track chemistry was : 
y = O.SGVOx^Q. 
The methods of correlation and multiple regression 
analysis verified that selected variables could be used to 
predict achievement in ninth grade lower and upper track 
general sciences, tenth grade lower and upper track 
biological sciences and eleventh grade lower and upper 
track chemistry. The best combinations of three variables 
were selected since they produced the largest coefficient 
of multiple correlation with the criterion. A single 
prediction variable for prediction of achievement in the 
sciences was also determined. The statistical methods 
developed regression equations which could be used to 
predict achievement in high school sciences. 
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